IN-RESIDENCE OPPORTUNITIES FOR RESERVISTS AT THE NAVAL WAR COLLEGE

A limited number of SELRES students are selected each year for each course (intermediate and senior) offered at NWC. These courses lead to a Masters degree from NWC as well as JPME level I or II completion. In order to be eligible for selection to the junior course you must be at least selected for O4; the senior course requires students to be at least an O5 select.

All in-residence schools quotas are filled via competitive process. N7 solicits for applications and subsequently holds a board to determine selectees. “ADT-Schools” is used to fund the programs so it costs your unit no money. Current solicitation messages may be found here:

JPME Announcements

If you are interested in being directly notified when we start to solicit for applications, email lisa.madrid@navy.mil and have her place you on “GOV-DELIVERY” for JPME opportunities. By doing so you will receive an email copy of our solicitation messages as soon as we release them.

While in attendance at the Service Colleges, your unit's RUAD does not change and upon graduating you should expect to return to your unit unless you have applied for a change.

How are students selected?

Students are selected via formal board. A thorough review of application packages is conducted. Primary items considered: Completeness of application package, Completeness and strength of record as per PSR and OSR, jobs held in the past, strength of letter of recommendation, and return on investment. Return on investment is measured according to how many years of service you have remaining upon completing the class.

How do I know if I have been selected?

The latest in-residence selection message can be found here:

JPME Announcements

What do I do once I have been selected?

CNRFC N7 will create an NROWS requirement for you to attend your in-residence training. Additionally, the Dean of Students will be reaching out to you with additional reporting information.

For all Reserve retirement point questions, please refer to the Dean of Students office at 401-841-2302.